KUDELSKI SECURITY AND KRYPTUS ANNOUNCE A NEW
STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP TO EXTEND CYBERSECURITY
OFFERINGS AND INNOVATION IN BRAZIL

CHESEAUX-SUR-LAUSANNE, SWITZERLAND, April 14, 2016 - Kudelski Security, a
division of the Kudelski Group (SIX:KUD.S), has announced the creation of a new strategic
partnership with Kryptus Information Security S.A., an EED Brazilian Security Defense
Company. Through this agreement, Kryptus will become Kudelski Security’s preferred
distribution channel for its portfolio of cyber security solutions in Brazil.
Kudelski Security is an innovative, independent Swiss provider of tailored cyber and media
security solutions to enterprises and public sector institutions. In line with its ongoing
commitment to strengthen the cyber resilience of Brazil’s commercial, public and defense
sectors, Kryptus will leverage Kudelski Security’s innovation capabilities in three key areas:
Advanced Threat Monitoring – proactive monitoring of networks, combined with threat
intelligence, to detect emerging and ongoing cyber attacks
Security Audits and Assessments – penetration testing to determine areas of
vulnerability in both perimeter and internal security defenses
Secure 4G-LTE – self-contained mobile network infrastructure to enable users to
transmit critical communication more securely, faster, and with a greater degree of
reliability
In addition, Kudelski Security and Kryptus will partner in research and development efforts
aimed towards creating new solutions to emerging cyber challenges and the ongoing
protection of digital assets of Brazil’s public sector and enterprise customers.
Speaking today at its Swiss headquarters, Rich Fennessy, CEO of Kudelski Security, said:
“We believe that the partnership between Kryptus and Kudelski Security will create unique
and highly differentiated information security capabilities for the Brazil marketplace.”
Dr. Roberto Gallo, CEO and Founder of Kryptus, commented: “We are delighted to
announce our strategic partnership with Kudelski Security. This partnership fuses the
expertise of both nations in creating relevant, advanced cybersecurity protection against the
most sophisticated threats while bringing an unrivaled trustworthy, one-stop shop to our joint
customers. These solutions will have a vital role to play in improving the level of
cybersecurity of key institutions and sectors across the region.”
Kudelski Security and Kryptus are showcasing their combined cybersecurity solutions at the
LAAD Security International Exhibition in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

About Kudelski Security
Kudelski Security, a division of the Kudelski Group (SIX: KUD.S), is an innovative,
independent Swiss provider of tailored cyber and media security solutions to enterprises and
public sector institutions.
Our team of security experts delivers end-to-end consulting, technology, managed services,
and threat intelligence to help organizations build and run successful security programs.
Our global reach and cyber solutions focus is reinforced by key international partnerships.
For more information, please visit: www.kudelskisecurity.com.
About the Kudelski Group
The Kudelski Group (SIX: KUD.S) is a world leader in digital security and convergent media
solutions for the delivery of digital and interactive content. Its technologies are used in a wide
range of services and applications requiring access control and rights management to secure
the revenue of content owners and service providers for digital television and interactive
applications across broadcast, broadband and mobile delivery networks. The Kudelski Group
is also a world technology leader in the area of access control and management of people or
vehicles to sites and events.
The Kudelski Group is headquartered in Cheseaux-sur-Lausanne, Switzerland.
For more information, please visit: www.nagra.com.
About Kryptus
Kryptus Information Security is a Brazilian and independent Strategic Defense Company
(EED). Founded in 2003, Kryptus is the company that protects the largest set of military
programs in Brazil, including the SISFRON (Army), LinkBR2 (Air Force), and the Defense
Certification Authority (Ministry of Defense). Its technologies and capabilities range from
secure semiconductor design to complex, military grade secure system integration.
Kryptus is headquartered in Campinas, State of São Paulo, Brazil.
For more information, please visit: www.kryptus-int.com.
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